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The World's Wine Markets
2004-01-01

this work will appeal to students enrolled in wine marketing and business courses those studying industrial organization and
economists and other social scientists interested in case studies of globalization at work as well wine industry participants
interested in understanding the reasons behind the recent dramatic developments in the industry will find this book of great
value book jacket

Global Wine Markets, 1961 to 2009
2011

until very recently most grape based wine was consumed close to where it was produced and mostly that was in europe barely
one tenth of the world s wine production was exported prior to the 1970s even counting intra european trade the latest wave
of globalization has changed that forever now more than one third of all wine consumed globally is produced in another
country and europe s dominance of global wine trade has been greatly diminished by the surge of exports from new world
producers new consumers also have come onto the scene as incomes have grown eating habits have changed and tastes have
broadened asia in particular is emerging as a new and rapidly growing wine market and in china that is stimulating the
development of local modern production capability that in volume terms already rivals that of argentina australia and south
africa this latest edition of global wine statistics therefore not only updates data to 2009 and revises past data but also
expands on earlier editions in a number of ways for example we now separately identify an extra eight asian countries or
customs areas hong kong india korea malaysia philippines singapore taiwan and thailand in addition to china and japan we also
include more than 50 new tables to cover such items as excise and import taxes per capita expenditure on wine the share of
domestic sales in off trade the shares of the largest firms in national markets and globally and the most powerful wine
brands globally given the growing interest in the health aspects of alcohol consumption we now express it per adult as well
as per capita perhaps the most significant addition to this latest version is a new section that provides estimates of the
volume value and hence unit value of wine production consumption exports and imports for four catagories sparkling wines and
non premium commercial premium and super premium still wines

Global wine markets, 1860 to 2016
2017-10-31

until recently most grape based wine was consumed close to where it was produced and mostly that was in europe despite the
huge growth in inter continental trade investment and migration during the first globalization wave that came to a halt with
world war i it was not until the 1990s that the export share of global wine production rose above the 5 12 range in which it



had fluctuated for centuries the latest globalization wave has changed that forever now more than two fifths of all wine
consumed globally is produced in another country europe s dominance of global wine trade has been diminished by the surge of
exports from the southern hemisphere and the united states new consumers have come onto the scene as incomes have grown
eating and drinking habits have changed and tastes have broadened asia has emerged as an important consuming region and in
china that has stimulated the development of local production that in volume terms already rivals that of argentina australia
chile and south africa this latest edition of global wine statistics not only updates data to 2016 but also adds another
century of data the motivation to assemble those historical data was to enable comparisons between the current and the
previous globalization waves this unique database reveals that even though europe s vineyards were devastated by vine
diseases and the pest phylloxera from the 1860s most new world countries remained net importers of wine until late in the
nineteenth century some of the world s leading wine economists and historians have contributed to and drawn on this database
to examine the development of national wine market developments before during and in between the two waves of globalization
their initial analyses cover all key wine producing and consuming countries using a common methodology to explain long term
trends and cycles in national wine production consumption and trade they are available in wine globalization a new
comparative history edited by kym anderson and vicente pinilla cambridge university press february 2018

Global Wine Markets
2009

need to know how other exporting countries are doing in your growth markets abroad or how wine is competing in the market for
alcoholic beverages or which countries are most rapidly upgrading the quality of their wine imports these and a thousand
other such questions can now be readily answered with the help of this new statistical compendium among other things the
compendium exposes the extent to which the world s various wine markets are structurally adjusting until 15 years ago wine
exporting was an almost exclusively european activity since then however california and several southern hemisphere countries
australia argentina chile south africa and new zealand have begun to challenge that european dominance with these major
changes and with a new round of wto sponsored multilateral trade negotiations the doha development agenda getting under way
there is a greater need than ever for systematic analysis of the world s markets for wine an essential prerequisite for such
analysis is a thorough understanding of past trends and recent developments to that end this statistical compendium brings
together data from a wide range of national and international sources and summarizes them in ways that make it easy to see
trends over time and draw comparisons across countries

Global Wine Markets, 1860 to 2016
2020-10-09

until recently most grape based wine was consumed close to where it was produced and mostly that was in europe now more than
two fifths of all wine consumed globally is produced in another country including in the southern hemisphere the usa and asia



this latest edition of global wine statistics not only updates data to 2016 but also adds another century of data the
motivation to assemble those historical data was to enable comparisons between the current and the previous globalization
waves this unique database reveals that even though europe s vineyards were devastated by vine diseases and the pest
phylloxera from the 1860s most new world countries remained net importers of wine until late in the nineteenth century some
of the world s leading wine economists and historians have contributed to and drawn on this database to examine the
development of national wine market developments before during and in between the two waves of globalization their initial
analyses cover all key wine producing and consuming countries using a common methodology to explain long term trends and
cycles in national wine production consumption and trade this work was published by saint philip street press pursuant to a
creative commons license permitting commercial use all rights not granted by the work s license are retained by the author or
authors

Case Study: Robert Mondavi and The Wine Industry
2005-09-24

seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject communications public relations advertising marketing social media grade a 1
0 emerson college integrated marketing communications course marketing management 8 entries in the bibliography language
english abstract the size of the global wine industry ranged from 130 180 billion in the beginning of the twenty first
century with an average growth rate of 1 2 per year since 1994 in general this market is very fragmented because no company
has reached more than one per cent of global retail sales in 2001 in order to describe this industry it is necessary to
separate between two different wine markets the new world and the old world the international wine industry has been
undergoing a significant restructuring the old world producers such as italy france spain and germany no longer dominate the
global wine industry as they once did no longer are the new world producers such as australia new zealand south africa and
usa regarded with disrespect and underestimate however there are still great differences between the two worlds regarding
consumption production and innovation france italy and spain share alone 75 percent of the worldwide wine production and
consumption a significant increase of the new world production could be noticed during the last two decades according to the
world wine statistics the wine production has increased considerable especially in the new world countries from the average
of 1997 2000 and 2001 for example australia by 34 77 china by 57 03 and south africa by 15 78 for details please see appendix
table 1 furthermore we can see an expansion of the vineyard acreage in the new world countries australia for instance has
increased its acreage from 1991 to 1999 by 89 23 and the united states by 13 39 please see appendix table 3 another
significant increase of the wine consumption can be noticed in china with 52 88 in 2001 vs 1997 2000 please see appendix
table 2 from 2002 to 2003 the global wine market has shown a total increase of only 0 2 and has presented 2 45 billion cases
these facts show the enormous growing competition in the wine industry especially the new world producers were able to
establish strong brands as well as to demonstrate a great wine quality through new technologies and intensive marketing they
are now taking market shares away from the old world which leads to the decline of the european wine market in addition it
becomes harder to differentiate and emphasize this product it is interesting to see how the table wine market is segmented



The International Economics of Wine
2019

the international economics of wine provides a broad range of studies by professor kym anderson and his co authors of the
international trade dimension of national regional and global wine market developments over the past quarter century prior to
1990 barely 10 of global wine production crossed national borders but now that figure is 40 in that short period wine has
switched from being one of the world s least traded agricultural products to one of the most traded internationally this has
created an unprecedented boom for consumers who have also witnessed huge improvements in the quality and diversity of wines
available the chapters in this book shed light on the causes and consequences of the dramatic transformation of the world of
wine an economic model of the world s wine markets based on newly compiled data makes it possible to quantify the likely
effects of changes in incomes consumer preferences tax and trade policies and exchange rates differential changes in
technologies and winegrape varieties and the opening up of cooler wine regions have also altered comparative advantages in
wine

Wine's Evolving Globalization
2018-02-22

this book uses empirically based analytical narratives to shed light on the development of national wine markets throughout
the world

Wine Tourism Around the World
2009-11-03

wine tourism is a rapidly growing field of industry and academic interest with changes in the consumer markets in recent
years showing an enormous interest in experiential travel wine tourism around the world is therefore an invaluable text for
both students and practitioners alike and provides the first comprehensive introduction to wine tourism from a business
social science and policy perspective an international perspective on wine tourism and includes detailed examples from
australia canada france greece hungary new zealand portugal south africa spain switzerland uk and the usa detailed
information on the growth and development of wine tourism from both supply demand marketing and management perspectives
academic researchers and students in tourism and hospitality fields as well as anyone connected with the wine industry will
find this book an essential guide to understanding the global impacts of wine tourism and the consequent economic social and
environmental impacts and opportunities c michael hall is based at the university of otago in new zealand and is visiting
professor in the school of leisure and food management sheffield hallam university he has written widely on wine food and
rural tourism and has a major interest in cool climate wine tourism liz sharples is a lecturer in the school of leisure and



food management sheffield hallam university she has extensive practical and academic experience in the hospitality industry
and has major research interests in the interrelationships between cuisine tourism and rural production brock cambourne is
the owner operator of multiple tourism award winning national capital wine tours and principal of benchmark tourism
consulting he has researched and published extensively on wine and culinary tourism and is a member of the australian
national wine tourism working party niki macionis is a lecturer at the university of canberra s cooperative research centre
for sustainable tourism her graduate studies focussed on the development of wine tourism and she has researched and published
extensively on wine and culinary tourism

Thirst for Wine – Inside China’s Wine Industry: The Success Factors of Marketing
Wine in China
2014-04-01

china is turning into one of the world s largest most lucrative food and beverage markets especially wine is in demand and
has become fashionable as a symbol of social status this trend is very likely to continue as wine consumption is closely
related to income and china s emerging middle class offers tremendous potential the market s healthy value growth will
further encourage newcomers from outside china but how can a market entrance be successfully managed and what are the main
challenges when bringing wine to china this book is an insiders guide to efficiently planning a market entry by taking a
thorough look at the wine market of china it surveys the typical behavior of the chinese wine consumer and examines the
relevant factors for a successful market entry distribution channels off and online pricing models and marketing activities
are scrutinized further the reader gets insights into the challenges of this dynamic market such as fierce domestic and
foreign competition policies and regulations as well as entry barriers the thirst for wine prevails and this book will
leverage your momentum

Wine Markets
2022-02-01

the world of wine encompasses endless variety consumers want to understand what makes one bottle of wine different from
another vintners need to know how to communicate what makes their product distinctive drawing on a decade of fieldwork in
italy and france as well as interviews with critics and analysis of market data giacomo negro michael t hannan and susan
olzak provide an unprecedented sociological account of the dynamics of wine markets they demonstrate how the concepts of
genre and collective identity illuminate producers choices whether they are selling traditional or nonconventional wines
winemakers face a fundamental choice produce an existing style and develop an identity as a proponent of tradition or embrace
foreign new or emerging categories and be seen as an innovator to explain this dilemma negro hannan and olzak develop the
notion of wine genres or shared understandings among producers and the public genres emerge through the social structure of
production including factors such as group solidarity social cohesion and collective action and become key reference points



for critics and consumers wine markets features case studies of the creation of a modern wine genre and a countermovement
against modernism in piedmont the failure of producers of brunello di montalcino in tuscany to define a clear collective
identity and the emergence of the biodynamic wine movement in alsace this book not only offers keen sociological insight into
the wine world but also sheds new light on the logic of markets and organizations more broadly

Innovation and Technological Catch-Up
2011-01-01

this book overturns the old paradigm ideas about natural resource based activities it sheds light on the new opportunities
for technological dynamism and catching up by using science to open novel directions in traditional sectors it should become
a classic in what i expect will be a very important academic debate and a new trend in development policy carlota perez
tallinn university of technology estonia cambridge university and university of sussex uk this excellent book provides a deep
understanding of why and how emerging countries are able to catch up and enter international markets in an industry that once
was considered as traditional but which has now become a relatively articulated and sciencebased sectoral system franco
malerba kites bocconi university italy this excellent book demonstrates better than any other i know the strengths and limits
of the concept of a national system of innovation for understanding economic development today any careful student of
innovation or development will want to read it charles sabel columbia law school us in the new world viticulture and wine
production has had to develop with verve and enthusiasm to be able to survive and to flourish in countries like chile and
argentina the continuing decline of domestic wine consumption has forced technicians and entrepreneurs to conquer the world
with innovation and technology to produce wines of international taste and to attract potential buyers to these markets this
book is a very professional account of these phenomena which have profoundly changed the marketing of wines in the past 20
years aurelio montes president of viña montes chile this book takes a fresh look at the innovations that have changed the
global wine sector presenting established thinking in a new light building on the world s knowledge base in wine production
the book encourages novel thinking for both old world and new world producers the content is topical current and well written
this is a must read for anyone with an interest in wine innovation sakkie pretorius the australian wine research institute

Wine Tourism Around the World
2000

wine tourism is a rapidly growing field of industry and academic interest with changes in the consumer markets in recent
years showing an enormous interest in experiential travel wine tourism around the world is therefore an invaluable text for
both students and practitioners alike and provides the first comprehensive introduction to wine tourism from a business
social science and policy perspective an international perspective on wine tourism and includes detailed examples from
australia canada france greece hungary new zealand portugal south africa spain switzerland uk and the usa detailed
information on the growth and development of wine tourism from both supply demand marketing and management perspectives



academic researchers and students in tourism and hospitality fields as well as anyone connected with the wine industry will
find this book an essential guide to understanding the global impacts of wine tourism and the consequent economic social and
environmental impacts and opportunities c michael hall is based at the university of otago in new zealand and is visiting
professor in the school of leisure and food management sheffield hallam university he has written widely on wine food and
rural tourism and has a major interest in cool climate wine tourism liz sharples is a lecturer in the school of leisure and
food management sheffield hallam university she has extensive practical and academic experience in the hospitality industry
and has major research interests in the interrelationships between cuisine tourism and rural production brock cambourne is
the owner operator of multiple tourism award winning national capital wine tours and principal of benchmark tourism
consulting he has researched and published extensively on wine and culinary tourism and is a member of the australian
national wine tourism working party niki macionis is a lecturer at the university of canberra s cooperative research centre
for sustainable tourism her graduate studies focussed on the development of wine tourism and she has researched and published
extensively on wine and culinary tourism the first comprehensive introduction to wine tourism from a business and social
science perspective an international perspective on wine tourism including examples from around the world detailed
examination of the growth and development of wine tourism from both supply and demand perspectives

Wine in the Old World
2003

now more than ever the value of investment grade wines igws and opportunities to invest in wine as an asset class are soaring
with a little research and a little risk wine enthusiasts on every level will find it possible to gain big rewards in wine
investment and there s never been a better time to try igws have dependably outperformed blue chip stocks over the past 150
years and the upscale wine market is still an area in which independent investors can profit handsomely a third generation
wine merchant and ceo of one of the largest rare wine companies in the world david sokolin knows how to turn fine wine into
cold cash and he knows how you can too in simple practical terms investing in liquid assets provides all the information you
need to understand the economic principles that govern the world of fine wine and take advantage of the resources currently
available using his insider s expertise sokolin defines investment grade wine and identifies the most financially important
wine regions and styles defining the key players in the field sokolin shows you how to navigate the world of wine critics and
understand the impact of their scores and he explains why it s perfectly fine that your own personal tastes really don t
matter he offers tips on where to find reputable sources for fine wine how to manage storage and resale as well as all
important buying and selling strategies in the second half of the book he gives overviews of the world s greatest wine
regions and offers his predictions about which regions and which wines are likely to represent the greatest investment
opportunities in the near future providing information and tactics previously known only to successful professionals
investing in liquid assets turns your passion for fine wine into a valuable resource that will pay for itself



Investing in Liquid Assets
2011-03-05

here s the inside scoop on the wine world globalization has pushed back the borders of the wine world creating a complex
interconnected market where old world and new world wines and producers compete head to head writing with wit and verve mike
veseth a k a the wine economist tells the compelling story of the war between the market forces that are redrawing the world
wine map and the terroirists who resist them this is the battle for the future of wine and for its soul the fight isn t just
over bottles bought and sold however power and taste are also at stake who will call the shots in the wine market of the
future who will set the price whose palate will prevail veseth masterfully brings all of these questions together in the only
book on the wine business written for all lovers of wine wine wars ii begins by exploring wine globalization where readers
follow missionaries migrants and market reforms to faraway new zealand and learn how to unlock the secrets of their local
retail wine wall by mastering the davino code globalization brings a world of wine to our doorsteps commodification helps us
make sense of the resulting embarrassment of riches but at a cost readers must decide if they are martians or wagnerians
consider why they always buy the ten cent wine and then probe the puzzle of outlaws prisoners and the great escape who stands
in the way of the global wine market s assault on wine s very soul the revenge of the terroirists resistance is not futile
because we are all terroirists now but that doesn t mean the future of wine is secure a final section explores wine s triple
crisis environmental crisis plus economic crisis plus identity crisis taken together these crises pose the most serious
threat to wine as we know and love it each section of wine wars ii ends with a suggested wine tasting that invites readers to
experience the book s ideas and arguments with all their senses by sampling a few carefully chosen wines can the soul of wine
survive and thrive in this unfriendly environment you ll have to read wine wars ii to find out

Wine Wars II
2022-07-01

today s wine industry is characterized by regional differences not only in the wines themselves but also in the business
models by which these wines are produced marketed and distributed in old world countries such as france spain and italy small
family vineyards and cooperative wineries abound in new world regions like the united states and australia the industry is
dominated by a handful of very large producers this is the first book to trace the economic and historical forces that gave
rise to very distinctive regional approaches to creating wine james simpson shows how the wine industry was transformed in
the decades leading up to the first world war population growth rising wages and the railways all contributed to soaring
european consumption even as many vineyards were decimated by the vine disease phylloxera at the same time new technologies
led to a major shift in production away from europe s traditional winemaking regions small family producers in europe
developed institutions such as regional appellations and cooperatives to protect their commercial interests as large
integrated companies built new markets in america and elsewhere simpson examines how old and new world producers employed
diverging strategies to adapt to the changing global wine industry creating wine includes chapters on europe s cheap



commodity wine industry the markets for sherry port claret and champagne and the new wine industries in california australia
and argentina

Creating Wine
2011-09-26

project report from the year 2011 in the subject business economics business management corporate governance grade 1 language
english abstract hardys is a very successful and well established australian wine brand with a long history and a wide range
of different products including red and white grape wine as well as sparkling and sweet wines like many successful wine
producers hardys plans to enter the chinese wine market which has shown outstanding growth rates over the last years due to
the chinese perception of 8especially red wine as elegant exclusive healthy and a symbol of high class education manners and
upper life style the chinese market with its gigantic consumer potential is forecasted to quickly develop into one of the
world s largest markets for imported wines from all around the world currently french imported wine is the largest
competition on this market followed by already successfully introduced other australian brands making australia the second
largest country of origin of imported wine in china in addition there is a growing and constantly improving competition from
domestic wines research and analysis based positioning elements for hardys shiraz in china will be the sweet taste the
australian origin and a focus on information to educate the consumers to smart buyers of hardys products selected customer
segments provide a promising market potential in beijing shanghai and guangzhou which builds the geographically most relevant
market for imported wine in china through a themed yearly focus in accordance with hardys positioning strategy consumers
interest will be raised their knowledge will be improved and with a variety of communication activities they will be turned
into potential repeat buyers communication channels therefore will be a combination of classical print media selected
magazines as well as a strong online presence as more and more wine related product research is done online in accordance
with the selected target segment s life style and consumption habits smart phone optimized content and access to information
will play another crucial role in hardys brand communication pricing follows chinese consumers habits expectations and
perceptions as well as researched recent market trends and a strategic aspect of positioning hardys as a smart choice with
higher value for money compared to already established but often overpriced french brands

China Market Entry of Australian Wine Brand "Hardys Shiraz". A Marketing Plan
2015-09-17

the wine value chain in china global dynamics marketing and communication in the contemporary chinese wine market presents
information on china and its role as a relevant player in the international wine industry both as supplier and consumer the
book provides new insights into the global dynamics of the wine industry expanding the knowledge of academics practitioners
and students on the growing demand for wine in china special attention is paid to the supply and demand changes their impacts
on western wine supply chains and new market opportunities the book contributes the latest research findings to increase the



understanding of the context of wine consumption in china and the most suitable marketing and communication approaches the
book aims to provide academics with the most adequate methodological tools to study a novice market with both conceptual and
empirical chapters included the book covers a range of topics including the behavior of chinese consumers and their attitudes
towards wine the cultural context of wine in china the characteristics of the wine supply chain in china and its development
the impact of china on western wine supply chains wine marketing and communication in china wine branding in china including
counterfeiting wine education in china the links between wine food luxury and western products in china and wine tourism
collects and collates research on wine consumer behavior in china presents an outstanding scholarly look at wine marketing
studies offers a whole market perspective that focuses on demand provide academics practitioners and students with new
investigation tools in marketing and communication that are in line with the characteristics of this market draw conclusions
relevant to other emerging markets detailing why china is different from other such markets

The Wine Value Chain in China
2016-11-21

this book introduces readers to the concept and implementation of positioning techniques in the context of the wine industry
featuring 30 case studies on brands and wine regions around the world all based on the same principles it presents a
successful cutting edge strategy for the marketing of wine rather than focusing on a small group of elitist appellations the
grand crus universe and a handful of star brands the book addresses the real day to day wine world in light of globalization
it introduces state of the art wine positioning techniques with an emphasis on the identity segmentation and positioning of
wine appellations and wine brands in its analysis of wine appellation models the book examines local parameters like geology
history and wine growing techniques compares facts figures and actors analyzes the signals that are being sent to the market
and presents a range of key factors for success similarly the wine brands models are analyzed on the basis of their
respective brand identity and apparent marketing policy in the book s final part it summarizes recent developments in wine
marketing including the growing importance of wine brands as new territories in the global vineyard and the role of
appellations as the essence of cultural diversity

Wine Positioning
2015-11-27

this is the second edition of the definitive analysis of the international wine trade this new edition focuses on individual
trade flows across the major importing and exporting countries examines the increasing role of food retailers in wine selling
and looks for the future trends which will shape the industry in the new millennium the book begins by examining technical
factors in the wine trade giving rise to differences in pricing and considers how wines characteristics help to position the
final products it shows how trends in consumption are changing in different ways in the traditional and anglo saxon markets
and explains the effects of developments in international trade such as the role of trade barriers the heart of the book



profiles the ten major wine importing countries and considers trends in the consumption of alcoholic drinks wine market and
import patterns the configuration of import and distribution channels each country s trade policy with detailed comparisons
between them the book then goes on to consider the wine trade from the exporters point of view and describes the challenge
posed by new world producers to those based in western europe the influence of the previously planned economies of the former
soviet bloc the role of the eu and the likely effect of further european integration the influence of tariff schedules and
the gatt negotiations this edition will be essential reading for all wine trade professionals including wine producers
importers and exporters negocients co operatives and regional economic development agencies and wine merchants and retailers

Trends in the World Wine Market, 1961 to 1996
1998

since the world wine economy is rapidly changing the importance of wine production is growing requiring a new international
collaboration extensive research and an efficient way of teaching these reasons led to a need for organizing an international
scientific symposium on vine and wine economy appellation origin control is a kind of marketing with regards to the technical
and juridical field of appellation origin control its link with economics and marketing is understandable the world now faces
the problem of different appellation origin control systems and there is a need to create uniformity with english speaking
producers being more dominant than others as well as economic and political changes in central and eastern europe for now the
world wine market is complex and a world market as a whole needs to be developed into categories of fine wines wines in
general and cheap wines it was agreed that research and education had to be internationally integrated different systems of
teaching and education were compared and hungary proved to be the right place for the symposium representatives of 14
countries international and national organizations societies universities institutes and producers worked hard on the
scientific work as well as visits to wine regions and cooperatives

The International Wine Trade
2000-09-27

over the last three decades wine economics has emerged as a growing field within agricultural economics but also in other
fields such as finance trade growth environmental economics and industrial organization wine has a few characteristics that
differentiate it from other agricultural commodities rendering it an interesting topic for economists in general fine wine
can regularly fetch bottle prices that exceed several thousand dollars it can be stored a long time and may increase in value
with age fine wine quality and prices are extraordinarily sensitive to fluctuations in the weather of the year in which the
grapes were grown and wine is an experience good i e its quality cannot be ascertained before consumption as a result
consumers often rely on expert opinion regarding quality and maturation prospects this handbook takes a broad approach and
familiarizes the reader with the main research strands in wine economics after a general introduction to wine economics by
karl storchmann volume 1 focuses on the core areas of wine economics the first papers shed light on the relevance of the



vineyard s natural environment for wine quality and prices predicting the quality and prices of bordeaux wine by orley
ashenfelter is a classic paper and may be the first wine economics publication ever ashenfelter shows how weather influences
the quality and the price of bordeaux grands crus wine since the weather condition of the year when the grapes were grown is
known an econometric analysis may be constructed it turns out this model outperforms expert opinion i e critical vintage
scores at best expert opinion reflects public information the subsequent papers by ashenfelter and storchmann gergaud and
ginsburgh and cross plantinga and stavins tackle the terroir question that is they examine the relevance of a vineyard s
physical characteristics for wine quality and prices but from various dimensions and with different results next alston et al
analyze a question of great concern in the california wine industry the causes and consequences of the rising alcohol content
in california wine is climate change the culprit the next chapter presents three papers that apply hedonic price analyses to
fine wine combris lecocq and visser show that bordeaux wine market prices are essentially determined by the wines objective
characteristics costanigro mccluskey and mittelhammer differentiate their hedonic analysis for various market segments ali
and nauges incorporate reputational variables into their pricing model and distinguish between short and long run price
effects the next section of this volume deals with one of the unique characteristics of wine its long storage life which
makes it potentially an investment asset studying wine s increasing role as an alternative asset class sanning et al burton
and jacobsen masset and weisskopf masset and henderson and fogarty all examine the rate of return to holding wine as well as
the related risks since these papers analyze different wines and different time periods there is no one message however all
point out that while wine may diversify an investor s portfolio wine s returns do not beat common stock in the long run the
last two chapters examine the role of wine experts first ashenfelter and quandt revisit the 1976 judgment of paris and show
that aggregating the assessments of several judges should go beyond adding points depending on the method employed the
results may vary and some measure of statistical precision is essential for interpreting the reliability of the results in
two different papers cicchetti and quandt respond to the necessity to provide statistical tools for the assessment of wine
tastings in a seminal paper hodgson reports a remarkable field experiment in which similar wines were placed before judges at
a major competition the results have the shocking implication that how medals are awarded at a major california wine fair is
not far from being random ashton analyzes the performance of professional wine judges and finds little support for the idea
that experienced wine judges should be regarded as experts do experts scores influence the price of wine the answer to this
question is less obvious then commonly thought since expert opinion oftentimes only repeats public information such as wine
quality that results from the weather that produced the wine grapes hadj ali lecocq and visser as well as dubois and nauges
find that high critical scores exert only small effects on wine prices however roberts and reagans show that a high critical
exposure reduces the price quality dispersion of wineries lecocq and visser analyze wine prices and find that characteristics
that are directly revealed to the consumer upon inspection of the bottle and its label explain the major part of price
differences expert opinion and sensory variables appear to play only a minor role in an experimental setting using two
vickrey auctions combris lange and issanchou confirm the leading role of public information i e the label remains a key
determinant for champagne prices in a provocative and widely discussed study drawing on blind tasting results of some 5 000
wines goldstein and collaborators find that most consumers prefer less expensive over expensive wine finally weil examines
the value of expert wine descriptions and lets several hundred subjects match the wines and their descriptors his results
suggest that the ability to assign a certain description to the matching wine is more or less random volume 2 covers the
topics reputation regulation auctions and market organizational landon and smith anderson and schamel and schamel analyze the
impact of current quality and reputation i e past quality on wine prices from different regions their results suggest that



prices are more influenced by reputation than by current quality costanigro mccluskey and goemans develop a nested framework
for jointly examining the effects of product firm and collective reputation on market prices the following four papers deal
with regulatory issues in the us as well as in europe while riekoff and sykuta shed light on the politics and economics of
the three tier system of alcohol distribution and the prohibition of direct wine shipments in the us deconinck and swinnen
analyze the european planting rights system the political economy of european wine regulation is then covered by melonie and
swinnen before anderson and jensen shed light on europe s complex system of wine industry subsidies the next chapter is
devoted to wine auctions in three different papers fevrier roos and visser ashenfelter and ginsburgh analyze the effects of
specific auction designs on the resulting hammer prices the papers focus on multi unit ascending auctions absentee bidders
and declining price anomalies the last chapter supply and organization is devoted to a wide range of issues first heien
illuminates the price formation process in the california winegrape industry then frick analyzes if and how the separation of
ownership and control affects the performance of german wineries vink kleynhans and willem hoffmann introduce us to various
models of wine barrel financing particularly to the vincorp model employed in south africa galbreath analyzes the role of
women in the wine industry he finds that 1 women are underrepresented and 2 that the presence of a female ceo increases the
likelihood of women in winemaker viticulturist and marketing roles in that firm gokcekus hewstone and cakal draw on
crowdsourced wine evaluations i e wine tracker data and show that private wine assessments are largely influenced by peer
scores lending support to the assumption of the presence of a strong herding effect mahenc refers to the classic model of
information asymmetries and develops a theoretical model highlighting the role of informed buyers in markets that are
susceptible to the lemons problem lastly in their paper love or money scott morton and podolny analyze how the presence of
hobby winemakers may distort market outcomes hobby winemakers produce higher quality wines charge higher prices and enjoy
lower financial returns than professional for profit winemakers as a result profit oriented winemakers are discouraged from
locating at the high quality end of the market

Vine and Wine Economy
2012-12-02

over long hard decades american winemakers have won the respect of connoisseurs everywhere many of the world s most cherished
and expensive wines come fro the united states but today the unique and eccentric wine industry faces agrim set of challenges
that could transform it forever oversupply in the face of flat consumption devastating vineyard diseases an antiquated
distribution system fierce competition from abroad attacks from anti alcohol forces and an inability to capitalize on wine s
proven health benefits but for you these woes cn be an opportunity as wine journalist lewis perdue explains in this
fascinating book clearly and crisply forsaking the snobbish winespeak that helps keep wine mysterious and is itself one of
the industry s problems perdue takes you behind the scenes to show you why a shakeout is imminent and unstoppable and how you
can benefit from understanding the situation from drinking better wine less expensively to investing in a business where the
perqs can be decanted from a bottle pullin no punches naming names this is an invaluable glimpse into a colorful competitive
cantankerous world whose current troubles can actually add immeasurable pleasure to your life



Handbook Of The Economics Of Wine (In 2 Volumes)
2018-03-21

akademische arbeit aus dem jahr 2010 im fachbereich bwl offline marketing und online marketing note 1 3 hochschule für
wirtschaft und recht berlin sprache deutsch abstract china is turning into one of the world s largest most lucrative food and
beverage markets with a growing middle class the demand for premium lifestyle products is constantly increasing a new
generation of consumers typically located in urban areas is emerging with more disposable income and a greater awareness and
willingness to pay for high quality often imported products including wine wine has become fashionable as a symbol of social
status and this trend is likely to continue further the health benefits associated with red wine in particular have convinced
some consumers to switch from traditional chinese alcoholic beverages to grape wine although china traditionally is a rice
wine consuming country and unlike in many western countries grape wine is considered a luxury product the grape wine market
has grown rapidly since its emergence in the mid 1990s with still wine being the most lucrative according to a recent survey
in 2009 the chinese wine market generated total revenues of us 7 2 billion which constitutes a compound annual growth rate of
5 3 for the period from 2005 to 2009 as wine consumption in china is closely related to income there is no end in sight to
this positive trend

The Wrath of Grapes
1999-06

this is a practical guide to the specific issues that affect the marketing of wine at an international level the author
covers theory and the results of research but the focus is on the nuts and bolts of marketing based on case studies

China’s Wine Industry. A Brief History, Facts And Figures
2015-04-22

this palgrave handbook offers the first international comparative study into the efficiency of the industrial organization of
the global wine industry looking at several important vineyards of the main wine countries the contributors analyze
differences in implementation and articulation of three key stages grape production wine making and distribution marketing
selling and logistics by examining regulations organization theory industry organizational efficiency and vertical
integration up to date strategies in the sector are presented and appraised which models are most efficient what are the most
relevant factors for optimal performance how do reputation and governance impact the industry should different models co
exist within the wine countries for global success this comprehensive volume is essential reading for students researchers
and professionals in the wine industry



Wine Marketing
2008

key trade barriers that are currently shaping the pattern of world trade in wine

The Palgrave Handbook of Wine Industry Economics
2019-03-15

wine is becoming increasingly popular in the anglophone world and there are many books available which describe how and where
it is made however none address the fundamental questions of different structures of production and how the consumer relates
to the product this book is the first to do just that wine and society the cultural and social context of wine production and
consumption looks at the relationship between wine production and marketing focussing in consumer behaviour and cultural
attitudes divided into four parts it examines the context of wine production the wine consumer and the social context of wine
discussing the following themes that the core of wine production and consumption is shaped by historical geographical and
cultural factors wine production european and new world looking at the different kinds of producer and how the varying
background of each shapes their perspective on what they produce terroir and appellations why demarcation and sense of place
became important how they are used to achieve marketing differentiation and the benefits or otherwise to the customer the
contemporary wine consumer and lifestyle factors looking at wine clubs tourism education culture and literature the politics
and economics of wine from supporting rural industries in france to protecting customers from deception and health risks
suitable for third year and post graduate students of hospitality wine both in production and marketing wine tourism
gastronomy and related courses it encourages students to think critically about the issues raised by using real life case
studies and examples from around the world also including press releases and marketing campaigns

World Wine Market
2002

seminar paper from the year 2005 in the subject business economics marketing corporate communication crm market research
social media grade 1 3 a university of plymouth course international marketing management 16 entries in the bibliography
language english abstract companies like ibm coca cola nike kellogg s nestlé mcdonalds do business around the world an
important challenge for the international marketing phase of a firm is the need to understand the different environments the
company needs to operate in to understand different cultural economic and political environments is necessary for the success
of a company culture is one of the most challenging elements of the international marketplace



Wine and Society
2006-08-11

writing with wit and verve mike veseth a k a the wine economist tells the compelling story of the war between the market
trends that are redrawing the world wine map and the terroirists who resist them wine and the wine business are at a critical
crossroad today transformed by three powerful forces veseth begins with the first force globalization which is shifting the
center of the wine world as global wine markets provide enthusiasts with a rich but overwhelming array of choices two buck
chuck the second force symbolizes the rise of branded products like the famous charles shaw wines sold in trader joe s stores
branded corporate wines simplify the worldwide wine market and give buyers the confidence they need to make choices but they
also threaten to dumb down wine sacrificing terroir to achieve marketable mcwine reliability will globalization and two buck
chuck destroy the essence of wine perhaps but not without a fight veseth argues he counts on the revenge of the terroirists
to save wine s soul but it won t be easy as wine expands to exotic new markets such as china and the very idea of terroir is
attacked by both critics and global climate change veseth has grape expectations that globalization two buck chuck and the
revenge of the terroirists will uncork a favorable future for wine in an engaging tour de force that will appeal to all
lovers of wine whether it be boxed bagged or bottled

Critical The Impact of Culture on International Marketing Plans and Review of the
French Wine Industry
2005-12-18

the link between culture and wine reaches back into the earliest history of humanity the routledge handbook of wine and
culture brings together a newly comprehensive interdisciplinary overview of contemporary research and thinking on how wine
fits into the cultural frameworks of production intermediation and consumption bringing together many leading researchers
engaged in studying these phenomena it explores the different ways in which wine is constructed as a social artefact and how
its representation and use acquire symbolic meaning wine can be analysed in different ways by varying disciplines involved in
exploring wine and culture anthropology economics and business geography history and sociology and as text the handbook uses
these as lenses to consider how producers intermediaries and consumers use and create cultural significance specifically the
work addresses the following how wine relates to place belief systems and accompanying rituals how it may be used as a marker
of the identity and mechanisms of civilising processes often in conjunction with food and the arts how its framing intersects
with science and nature the ideologies and power relations which arise around all these activities and the relation of this
to wine markets and public institutions this is essential reading for researchers and students in education for the wine
industry and in the humanities and social sciences engaged in understanding patterns of human ingenuity and interaction such
as sociology anthropology economics health geography business tourism cultural studies food studies and history



Wine Wars
2011-06-16

a fascinating and approachable deep dive into the colonial roots of the global wine industry imperial wine is a bold rigorous
history of britain s surprising role in creating the wine industries of australia south africa and new zealand here historian
jennifer regan lefebvre bridges the genres of global commodity history and imperial history presenting provocative new
research in an accessible narrative this is the first book to argue that today s global wine industry exists as a result of
settler colonialism and that imperialism was central not incidental to viticulture in the british colonies wineries were
established almost immediately after the colonization of south africa australia and new zealand as part of a civilizing
mission tidy vines heavy with fruit were symbolic of britain s subordination of foreign lands economically and culturally
nineteenth century settler winemakers saw the british market as paramount however british drinkers were apathetic towards
what they pejoratively called colonial wine the tables only began to turn after the first world war when colonial wines were
marketed as cheap and patriotic and started to find their niche among middle and working class british drinkers this trend
combined with social and cultural shifts after the second world war laid the foundation for the new world revolution in the
1980s making britain into a confirmed country of wine drinkers and a massive market for new world wines these new world
producers may have only received critical acclaim in the late twentieth century but imperial wine shows that they had spent
centuries wooing and indeed manufacturing a british market for inexpensive colonial wines this book is sure to satisfy any
curious reader who savors the complex stories behind this commodity chain

The Routledge Handbook of Wine and Culture
2022-04-26

this book is a pioneering text that recognises the importance of this area of the tourism industry it brings together an
international contributor team of experts and uses leading research to examine the specialist nature of the food and wine
festival event and the linkages that exist between food festivity and place divided into three parts the book looks at food
festivals wine drink festivals and farmers markets each section has an introductory chapter which will set the context and
provide an overview of current activity in that particular area product description

Bilateral Trade Patterns in the World Wine Market, 1988 to 1997
1999-01-01

in an increasingly competitive global market winemakers are seeking to increase their sales and wine regions to attract
tourists to achieve these aims there is a trend towards linking wine marketing with identity such an approach seeks to
distinguish wine products whether wine or wine tourism from their competitors by focusing on cultural and geographical



attributes that contribute to the image and experience in essence marketing wine and wine regions has become increasingly
about telling stories engaging and provocative stories which engage consumers and tourists and translate into sales this
timely book examines this phenomena and how it is leading to changes in the wine and tourism industries for the first time it
takes a global approach drawing on research studies from around the world including old and new world wine regions the volume
is divided into three parts the first branding investigates cases where established regions have sought to strengthen their
brands or newer regions are striving to create effective emerging brands the second heritage considers cases where there are
strong linkages between cultural heritage and wine marketing the third section terroir explores how a sense of place is
inherent in winescapes and regional identities and is increasingly being used as a distinctive selling proposition this
significant volume showcasing the connections between place identity variety and wine will be valuable reading for students
researchers and academics interested in tourism marketing and wine studies

Imperial Wine
2022-04-05

blue chip author team contains many real life examples of successful luxury wine marketing features primary research on the
luxury wine market the market size for luxury wine has never before been estimated studying over 1 200 wineries and 8 000
individual wines with a bottle retail price over 100 currently no other comprehensive business books on the market which
address the topic of luxury wine in this way wine has been considered a luxury product since the time of the ancient
egyptians and today is coveted by collectors and wine enthusiasts from around the world yet little has been written about the
world of luxury wine marketing explaining how a wine brand can enter that special realm this book helps to demystify the
process by describing how to craft implement and maintain a luxury wine brand beginning with a definition and history of
luxury wine the authors then explain the unique business model and consumer segments for luxury wine before outlining
industry best practice in the building of luxury wine brands each chapter is supplemented with a vignette of a successful
luxury brand producer and provides beneficial advice on the long term vision and passion that is necessary to create a
successful luxury wine marketing strategy this book also contains original research conducted by the authors on the size of
the luxury wine market and analysis of its segmentation by region allowing for new and unique insight into the world s top
wine regions written as both a practitioner s guide and as a wine business textbook luxury wine marketing is a cornerstone
reference resource for the business of wine

Food and Wine Festivals and Events Around the World
2008

this book analyzes the evolution of italian viticulture and winemaking from the 1860s to the new millennium during this
period the italian wine sector experienced a profound modernization renovating itself and adapting its products to
international trends progressively building the current excellent reputation of italian wine in the world market using



unpublished sources and a vast bibliography authors highlight the main factors favoring this evolution public institutional
support to viticulture the birth and the growth of italian wine entrepreneurship the improvement in quality of the winemaking
processes the increasing relevance of viticulture and winemaking in italian agricultural production and export and the
emergence of wine as a cultural product

Wine Tourism Around the World
2000

Wine and Identity
2014-01-10

Luxury Wine Marketing
2024-02-07

A History of Italian Wine
2022-08-31
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